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Screenshot: MicrosoftUpdate 8/24/202o: After a few weeks in beta, a new update to your app is rolling out publicly for Windows 10, and it looks like Microsoft is expanding the feature to include non-Samsung devices as well. This article has been updated to reflect these changes. One of the coolest ads Samsung displayed at its Unpacked
2020 event was the new functionality coming to your phone app on Windows 10 that will give you complete control over your Android device on your PC. The Your Phone app already allows Android users to view notifications, texts and files on Windows 10 PC, but many Android devices can now run apps and reflect the device screen
directly on your PC's desktop. The list of compatible phones only includes Samsung devices at the moment, but Microsoft says it will further support the device's deployment and will continue to expand over time. Android apps will behave like your hometown Windows app; they work in their own app windows and can be attached to the
Windows taskbar and Start menu. And since everything works with your phone, you won't need to install apps on your computer. You can even reflect the main screen of the device in a separate window on your desktop while other apps are running. Most pre-orders go live today for the new Samsung Galaxy Note 20 and Galaxy Note 20
Ultra... Read moreOnly select phones like the Samsung Note 20 and Note 20 Ultra - will be able to run multiple apps simultaneously on your desktop, but other features will work on supported devices running Android 9 Pie or above and can be linked to Windows 10 through your phone app. How to connect your Android phone to Windows
10 New features of your app entered the beta version in early August, but should now be available to users who installed the Windows 10 version of 1809 or later. The exact availability of the feature will vary for all users, but here's how to connect your Android phone to Windows 10 once you get an upgrade: Make sure your phone and PC
are on and connected to the same Wi-Fi network. Install the Phone app on The Windows 10 (Microsoft Store). Start the app and sign up to your Microsoft account on demand. From here everything will work a little differently based on your device's OEM. For Samsung users: Swipe down on the screen to open the fast access menu and
tap the Link icon on Windows. Log in with a Microsoft account again, and then follow the instructions on the screen. For other Android devices: refer to this guide to connect your Android phone to Windows 10.How to open and monitor Android apps in Once your phone and PC are connected, your phone's app window should appear on
your desktop. Here's how to open apps on your desktop: Tap the App shortcut from the left menu to see a list of all the apps installed on your device. Click on the app from the list to run it on your computer (note: some apps may not have a full full and may have visual/sound errors). You can also press the open phone screen button to
reflect the device screen in a separate window. Once the app is open on your desktop, you can drag it around or swap it for other programs, as in any other Windows 10 app window. To manage apps on your desktop: One click to one tapDouble click to double the tapClick and hold the click/hold To go back to the previous
page/screenClick and drag to select contentMouse scrolling screen To add an open app to the taskbar, right click the icon in the taskbar and select Pin on the taskbar. BlueStacks announced today that it will expand its small stealth development program that allows users with x86 PC to launch Android apps. Rosen Sharma, CEO of
BlueStacks, explains this a little further: Arriving in the 3rd quarter of this year, BlueStacks will work with any x86 desktop, laptop or tablet running Microsoft Windows. The last bit out there is wondering how their website BlueStacks claims ViewSonic ViewPad 10 Pro (Windows 7/Android device soon) will be powered by their technology.
BlueStacks' business model is very similar to Swype's business model - they tend to be bundled into new products rather than selling their software alone. Android emulation on Windows is nothing new. We even see it from RIM on the Playbook. If BlueStacks can pull it off as seamless and without delay, as they claim it will be a real
gimmick. We signed up to get on their initial list of testers, and until then the jury is still out. In the meantime, their full press release after the break. Read more: BlueStacks.com led by former vice president and vice president of innovation for McAfee, the company provides $7.6 million series funding to develop the only software to launch
Android apps on Windows, Creating a multibillion-dollar opportunity for manufacturers of PCSAN FRANCISCO--(BUSINESS WIRE)--BlueStacks have come out of hidden mode today to announce it has secured $7.6M in a series of funding from Ignition Ventures, Radar Partners, Helion Ventures, Redpoint Ventures and Andreessenowitz
Horowitz to further develop its innovative technology that will allow users to seamlessly launch Android and apps on their X86. The simultaneous use of Android apps on Windows, combined with multi-touch software, gives users the ability to quickly access personal and work applications, enabling PC manufacturers to take advantage of
the growing consumer demand for Android-based mobile enterprise applications. In March 2008, in order to take advantage of the fast-growing Android OS market and eliminate the need for users to carry two devices, BlueStacks will allow consumers to gain benefits from both Android and Windows at the cost of a single PC. Pc. is
headed by CEO Rosen Sharma, a serial entrepreneur and most recently SVP and GENERAL Innovation officer at McAfee. In addition to Sharma, Frank Artale of Ignition and Kevin Compton of Radar are also on the company's board of directors. Ignition sees a clear demand for what BlueStacks can deliver: a way to help businesses of all
sizes and consumers use their devices of choice for work and play, said Artale, managing director, Ignition Ventures. The team is targeting a fundamental problem in a rapidly expanding market, and they have the business acumen and technological expertise to create a market-leading solution. I look forward to working with the team
during what is sure to be an exciting time in the company. BlueStacks will allow PC manufacturers to ride the momentum behind the Android ecosystem by allowing Android apps to run on x86-based tablets, netbooks, laptops or all-in-one (AIO) computers. With the new convertible form factors, BlueStacks completely eliminates the need
to carry two devices. This, in turn, allows PC manufacturers to increase their margins on devices, and to benefit from the increased cost of living of the customer due to all the app purchases and stickiness that comes from user data and preferences. This is an attractive strategy for BlueStacks to make all the popular Android apps on
Windows devices. For consumers and businesses alike, this means getting the best out of both worlds with the ability to launch Android apps on a Windows device that offers all the benefits of dating, device compatibility and security, said Chris Kloran, Corporate Vice President and General Manager of Customer Computing Solutions,
AMD (NYSE: AMD). AMD is committed to working with software innovators such as BlueStacks, who use our unique Accelerated Processing Technology (APU) to provide unhindered computing expertise across common industry platforms and industry standards. Added Sharma: Our vision is for a whole new type of experience that
supports consumers' interest in Android as well as allowing them to access some of the most valuable corporate applications, allowing them to use their device of choice for work and play. We are currently working with a number of OEM and strategic partners and hope to bring our products to market in the third quarter of this year.
BlueStacks lets Android apps run on Windows machines. The app can be displayed either as an icon on your Windows desktop or in a full Android environment. BlueStacks technology can be integrated into offerings for both the consumer and commercial (corporate) segments of the market. Founded in March 2008 by leaders in
Microsoft Windows, Mobility and Android, is based in a private office and headquartered in Silicon Valley with global offices in India and Japan. For more information We can earn commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more. The Android app ecosystem has proven to be versatile and user-friendly after a slow start. You can
develop an Android app and publish it in the Play Store with Google restrictions, or you can distribute it yourself outside the Play Store. This has led to a plethora of really cool Android apps, some of which are not available on iOS or other platforms. Even in this age of giant phones, you may sometimes want to use these apps on the big
screen like the one that is connected to a Windows computer. Fortunately, with a little footwork, you can run Android apps on your PC. There are several different ways to do this, each with its own strengths and weaknesses. Android StudioOne is a popular way to get Android apps running on your PC to go through an Android emulator
released by Google as part of the official Android Studio. The emulator can be used to create virtual devices running any version of Android you want with different resolutions and hardware configurations. The first drawback of this process is the somewhat complex customization process. You will need to grab the installer from the Google
site and run through the customization process to download the platforms you want - probably regardless of the latest version of Android going on at the time (7.1 at the time of publication). Google has some pre-configured emulation options available on the menu for Nexus/Pixel devices, but you can set the settings manually as well. After
downloading a virtual device, you'll need to install apps, but the emulator is a bone stock of open source versions of Android - no Google apps included. Since there is no Play Store, you need to do some file management. Take the APK you want to install (whether it's a Google app package or something else) and put the file in the tool
folder in the SDK catalog. Then use the command hint while your AVD is working to log in (in this catalog) adb install filename.apk. The app should be added to your virtual device's list of apps. The big plus here is that the emulator is an unaltended Android directly from the source. The way apps are rendered in the emulator will be the
same as on devices, and almost everything has to work. It's great for testing apps before downloading them to test devices. The biggest problem is that the emulator is sluggish enough that you don't want to make a habit of running apps in it. BlueStacksIf you want to get multiple apps and games and works on your computer with minimal
effort, BlueStacks is your friend. presents itself as an easy way to make apps work, but actually runs a full (heavily modified) version of Android behind the scenes. Not only that, but it has a Play Store built in, so have instant access to all purchased content. This actually adds entry to the list of Google Play devices, masquerading as an
Android device. The BlueStacks client will be downloaded into the desktop window with different categories of apps such as games, social and so on. Clicking on an app or searching does something unexpected - it brings up a full Play Store client, as displayed on tablets. You can actually navigate in this interface just like you would on a
real Android device, making it clear that there is a lot more BlueStacks than the App Player front end. The main screen in BlueStacks with app categories is just a custom home screen, so replacing it makes BlueStacks feel almost like a regular Android device. Having full Access Play Store means you won't be messing around with
sideloading apps, and BlueStacks manages to run apps very well (and better if you have a processor that supports hardware virtualization). Most games you can play, but keep in mind you'll have trouble operating many of them with your mouse. If your computer has a touchscreen, you can still use apps and games that rely on more than
one touch input. BlueStacks can essentially make a Windows tablet PC in a part-time Android tablet. The only real problem with BlueStacks is that it doesn't work the standard Android build. All changes a company make to run apps on pCs can cause problems - some apps don't suddenly work or fail. This customizable environment also
has little value as a development tool because there is no guarantee things will lend the same to BlueStacks as they could on a real Android device without all the back-end modifications. It's also a freemium service with a $2 pro subscription, or you can install multiple sponsored apps. Samsung Link to WindowsSamsung's latest high-end
phones have enhanced microsoft support for Your Phone Windows 10 customer, offering access to your messages, notifications, photos, and yes, apps. Apps don't technically work on your PC - they're reflected from your phone. However, this system is very specific and officially supported. Everything else we talked about a bit of a hack
or not for ordinary users, but you can be up and running with a link to Windows within minutes. You will need a Samsung phone that works with the latest features of your phone. On the right question, it's just the Note20 family. The feature will expand to more Samsung phones in the coming months, however. First, make sure you have an
app for your phone on your Windows computer. Next, run a link to a Windows customer on your phone - It should be available in accordance with advanced features and from quick settings. You'll have to scan the code on your computer using your phone and log in to your Microsoft account. And that's it. The list of apps appears in the
Your Phone app, and you can run any of them. Yours you don't need to connect, but Wi-Fi is recommended. Currently you can only run one app, but the support for multiple apps comes at the end of 2020.So What's the best way? If you need to check something with the intention of putting it on other Android devices, the emulator is still
the best way. This is best for developers because the configuration and management of applications is complex. It's slow, but you'll be able to see how things will work for the real deal. If you're interested in getting more than a handful of apps running on your computer so you can actually use and enjoy them, the BlueStacks App Player is
the best solution for most people. It's simple, has access to the Play Store, and works on devices with multitouch windows. If you have a Samsung phone compatible with the latest Microsoft Your Phone features, this is by far the easiest way to get Android apps on your computer. These phones are expensive, so don't buy one just for this
one case of use. However, if you need to update and run Android apps on your PC on your priority list, this may affect your decision. Now read: read: how to run android apps on windows 7/10/8.1 - pc/laptop/computer. how to run android apps on windows 10 pc without emulator. how to run android apps on windows 10 pc free. windows
10 users can now run android apps on a pc. how to run android apps on windows 10 pc youtube
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